In the wake of all the setbacks to the Occupy Movement, culminating in the eviction of protestors from Lower Manhattan, it would appear that we have truly arrived, both literally and metaphorically, at “the winter of our discontent.” With this in mind, it might prove a useful thought experiment to re-examine our notions of what success and failure might mean for revolution: namely, to conceive of failure as success. As usual, cinema and psychoanalysis can help us visualize this concept. The most obvious place to begin is The Matrix.

The similarities of The Matrix films to the Occupy movement barely require comment: it is in many ways a typical film about an underdog revolt against an oppressive system. However, what I want to emphasize here is how the revolution in The Matrix is part of the system itself. Revolution has been accounted for from the very beginning. As the Architect of the Matrix tells Neo, only 99% of people will accept the Matrix. The other 1% must eventually rebel so they can be used to re-start the Matrix when it inevitably crashes, so the system can continue as usual. (Aren’t the 99% and 1% of significance here?). Thus, if Neo’s revolution succeeds, i.e. overthrows the machines, it will inadvertently fail: it will destroy the Matrix and wipe out the human race.

Of course, Neo isn’t going to let that happen. In the final film of the trilogy, the rogue agent Smith is infinitely copying himself and the system, as predicted, is spinning out of control (like Capitalism). Neo confronts Smith in a final showdown, but is unable to defeat him. In the climactic scene, Neo allows Smith to turn him into another duplicate, and then destroys himself, which in turn destroys Smith. Here, Neo has failed, i.e. failed to beat Smith in a fight, but in failing, he drew out the inherent flaw in the system. Smith’s greed to copy himself leads him to overextend himself, and the system collapses around him. Additionally, the machines, grateful for Neo’s help, reach a treaty with the humans, a solution only attainable through failure.

To understand this scene, we can refer to Freud’s primal scene as a sort of “original revolution,” where the sons rebel against, murder, and eat their father. However, this revolution fails when it succeeds: the dead and absent father figure turns out to be more powerful than the living one. For Jacques Lacan, this dead, absent father figure, the Name-of-the-Father, is the foundation of not only the superego but also of the social realm: the world of Law, government, Capitalism, religion, etc. The revolution that fails reverses this logic. It draws the absent Father out of his hiding place and makes him present again when he confronts the revolution. In One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest, McMurphy’s “failed” revolution against the Asylum forces the system to reveal itself for what it really is, and in doing so, demonstrates this presence. McMurphy’s lobotomized, blank expression at the end of the film reflects the father figure made present, a father figure who is castrated, pathetic, and powerless.

Successful revolution is often just a blip in the timeline of the status quo, but “failure” can achieve unforeseen and truly revolutionary results. To put it simply, the revolution that succeeds might change the color of the upstairs wallpaper, but the revolution that fails might renovate the entire social space.
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